Skills Workshops are for one hour, and require making an appointment at least 1 day in advance.

See below for how to book an appointment.

**APA Citation:** Learn the basics of citing papers in the American Psychological Association’s method of documentation. The workshop includes complimentary handouts to help you write critical essays and research papers.

**English 30/35 Skills Review:** Words, Sentences, Paragraphs, and Essay Composition are all important skills to master, and whether you’re a beginner, pro, or somewhere in-between, this series of workshops will serve you well to ensure you receive the most out of your classes.

**English 101 & 201 Review:** Words, Sentences, Paragraphs, and Essay Composition are all important skills to master, and whether you’re a beginner, pro, or somewhere in-between, this series of workshops will serve you well to ensure you receive the most out of your classes.

**Fallacies in English, Philosophy, and beyond:** Learn about the common errors in critical thinking necessary to build solid arguments and topic points in your papers.

**Getting the Most Out of Your Textbook With the Internet and More:** In this workshop learn how to remove the phrase, “I don’t get it” by utilizing the internet and other creative resources in unique ways.

**How to Use PREZI® for Awesome In-Class Presentations:** In this workshop, you will be able to learn the basics of using the PREZI presentation tool to blow away your audience in surprisingly simple ways.

**Memorization:** In this workshop, learn all about memorization principles and techniques, and pick the type that best works for you and the way you learn.

**MLA Citation:** Learn the basics of citing papers in the Modern Language Association’s method of documentation. The workshop includes complimentary handouts to help you write critical essays and research papers.

**Note Taking:** Discuss and learn some major commonalities in the ways to approach taking notes in class and on your own time. Let the LAC show you the strategies, tips, and tricks that lead to mastering many of your courses.

**Personal Statement/Scholarship Application:** Are you getting ready to transfer, or want some free money? If yes, you will most likely have to do the dreaded “me” essay, or maybe you want to apply for a scholarship. We can help ensure you get the best-earned chance at attaining either one or both.

**Research Methodology:** This workshop will help you in the more formal writing situations requiring scientific methods involved in research composition.

**Study Skills: Reading, Math, and English:** These three workshops will help to familiarize you to the main methods, principles, and concepts necessary to improve and excel in your studies.

**Test Taking Preparation-Quizzes To “Finals” Examination Day:** If you dislike exams, tests, or quizzes, then this is the workshop for you. Learn about positive the steps you can take to get the grades you deserve.

**Time Management:** This workshop will cover the essentials of time management and goal setting to achieve and succeed. Do it today!

---

**HOW TO SCHEDULE FOR A TUTORING SESSION OR WORKSHOP:**

There are two ways to schedule an appointment.

You can come to visit the Learning Assistance Center located in the LRC, Rm. LR-114, “anytime as detailed in our “Hours of Operation”; or simply call it in, our direct phone number is (562) 908-3418. Our friendly desk staff will help you to receive the help you need.

*Please call 24 hrs. in advance of the day for the tutoring or workshop, and remember - invite classmates and make it a group!*

*Instructors feel free to bring a group down and one of our instructional assistants will give a brief overview of the labs services in person!*